We have developed a two-LED wobbler system to generate the spatial displacement of total light intensity on a detector surface, facilitating the acquisition of frequency responses up to 600 kHz with high accuracy. We have used this setup to characterize the low-pass filtering behavior of silicon-based position detectors for wavelengths above 850 nm by acquiring the frequency responses of several quadrant detectors and positionsensitive detectors as functions of wavelength, applied bias voltage, and total light power. We observed an increase in bandwidth for an increase in applied bias voltage and incident-light intensity. The combined effect of these parameters is strongly dependent on the detector used and has significant implications for the use of these detectors in scanning probe and optical tweezers applications. © 2006 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 040.5160, 040.6040, 230.5160, 230.0250. In atomic-force microscopy (AFM) and optical tweezers (OT) the optical beam deflection method is used to accurately measure the position of the probe. For both techniques the power spectral density of the deflection signal of the probe (i.e., AFM tip or bead) is widely used to calibrate the stiffness of the probe.
In atomic-force microscopy (AFM) and optical tweezers (OT) the optical beam deflection method is used to accurately measure the position of the probe. For both techniques the power spectral density of the deflection signal of the probe (i.e., AFM tip or bead) is widely used to calibrate the stiffness of the probe. 1, 2 For these applications it is important to obtain the frequency response of the detector and other electronics to be able to apply appropriate corrections if necessary. The Brownian motion of the probe is a result of the thermal activity of the surrounding medium and can be considered white noise. 3 Therefore the power spectral density directly reflects the transfer function of the probe, from which the stiffness of the probe can be determined. In OT applications in which a 1064 nm laser is often used it was noticed that the frequency response was unexpectedly attenuated above ϳ5 kHz, caused by a low-pass effect of the silicon position detector, 4 resulting in an incorrect determination of the stiffness.
The electrical response of a typical silicon photodiode to infrared light consists of both a fast and a slow component. The fast component results from optical absorption in the depletion layer, whereas the slow component results from absorption beyond this layer owing to the transparency of silicon in the near infrared. In the depletion layer the electron-hole pairs created are rapidly swept to the electrodes, whereas electron-hole pairs created outside the depletion layer first diffuse into the depletion region before going to the electrodes. As a result the bandwidth of the detector is limited dramatically. 4 For OT, although several groups of researchers have investigated this phenomenon, 4-6 the experimental configurations used had inherent limitations and the low-pass effect was shown only for a limited bandwidth measured indirectly or for only one wavelength. Using our custom-designed LED wobbler, we have been able to directly measure the frequency response of a selection of position detectors with high accuracy and for several wavelengths.
We investigated two types of silicon position detector: the quadrant detector (QD) and the positionsensitive detector (lateral effect diode, PSD) as a function of wavelength, applied bias voltage, and total incident light power. A QD works by measuring the difference in light power incident on its four quadrants. A PSD measures the center of energy of a spot. Besides the difference in method of detection, the deflection sensitivity of a PSD is insensitive to spot size, which is not the case for a QD. Furthermore the detection range and the deflection sensitivity of a QD can be restricted more by the shape and size of the spot than can those of a PSD. 7 A spatial deflection of light power has to be generated for the frequency response of the detectors to be determined. For this purpose we developed a two-LED wobbling system (the LED wobbler) as depicted in Fig. 1 . With this system a spatial deflection of light power is simulated, analogous to the experimental situation in AFM and OT. Each of the two LEDs is frequency modulated above the LED's threshold current level, one with sin͑t͒ and the other with −sin͑t͒, result- ing in a 180°phase difference [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The LED wobbler allows us to measure the frequency response of both QDs and PSDs up to high frequencies with high accuracy in a simple way. A modulation depth in the deflection signal of 10% of the total light intensity was used. The resultant variation in total intensity was found to be less than 0.5%, showing a good match in characteristics of the two LEDs used. We used LEDs in the range 405-1070 nm (Roithner Lasertechnik LEDs; 405, 505, 605, 700, 830, 850, 910, 970, and 1070 nm). All LEDs except the 910 and 970 nm LEDs had a response time of ഛ25 ns, resulting in a bandwidth of at least 6 MHz. The response time for the 910 and 970 nm LEDs was approximately 1 s, resulting in a bandwidth of ϳ150 kHz. The frequency responses of the detectors at these two wavelengths were corrected for the transfer function of the individual LEDs, determined by use of a UDT-PIN H040 (UDT) photodiode with a bandwidth of Ͼ1 MHz. The custom-built electronics used to acquire the detector signals were optimized to suppress gain peaking. Frequency responses were acquired with a gainphase analyzer (Hewlett-Packard HP 4194A) and transferred to a PC using custom LabView software. The frequency responses shown here were corrected for the response of the electronic hardware.
We first investigated the low-pass behavior of a silicon position detector as a function of wavelength. The typical frequency response of a standard QD operating at no bias is shown in Fig. 2 for wavelengths ranging from 850 to 1070 nm. For wavelengths of ഛ800 nm we found that the bandwidth is limited by the electronics (600 kHz). Above 800 nm, silicon becomes increasingly transparent for increasing wavelengths. The output of the diode becomes effectively low-pass filtered (f 3dB Ϸ 10-12 kHz at 1070 nm), where the attenuation is less than 6 dB/ octave and strongly dependent on the wavelength. In Fig. 2 the solid line indicates the slope of a first-order low-pass filter ͑−6 dB/ octave͒. Applying a bias voltage will increase the thickness of the depletion layer of the silicon-based detector and therefore increase the bandwidth of the detector; in Fig. 3 we demonstrate this by showing the frequency response of three QDs operating with and without a bias voltage. The curves are acquired at a wavelength of 1070 nm with a light power of 500 W. All three detectors show an increase in bandwidth where a bias voltage is applied. Beyond 10 kHz, where all detectors already show the low-pass effect, a small nick in the curves is visible, after which the attenuation further exhibits a smaller slope.
The influence of the incident light power on the frequency response of the detectors is demonstrated for the DL100-7-KER PSD in Fig. 4 . The responses were acquired at light powers of 50, 200, 500, and 1000 W at a wavelength of 1070 nm. An increase in light power resulted in a decrease of the low-pass effect. For this detector we found that at a frequency near 230 kHz the curves cross each other, after which a smaller attenuation was found at lower light powers with respect to higher powers. Other detectors showed a similar response to light power, and a crossing of the curves for different powers was observed. For detectors with a larger low-pass effect the cross- ing of the curves was found at lower frequencies. In Table 1 the bandwidth of the DL100-7-KER and the DLS10 (UDT) (both PSDs) and the SPOT9DMI (UDT; a QD) are given for light powers of 50 and 500 W. For all detectors an increase in bandwidth is found for increasing light power. The DL100-7-KER detector exhibits a notably higher bandwidth with respect to the other detectors (shown previously by Neuman and Block.
6 ) The effect of light power on the low-pass effect up to the crossing region suggests a saturation effect of the electron-hole pairs created outside the depletion layer caused by their relatively slow diffusion. If this effect indeed can be explained by saturation, it will be dependent on the total intensity flux and therefore also on the spot size, a factor that has not been investigated in this work.
Finally, we show in Fig. 5 the bandwidth as a function of wavelength for the various detectors used in the measurements at a light power of 500 W and at operating bias voltages indicated in the figure. At 850 nm the first detectors become bandwidth limited by the low-pass effect of the detector.
The LED wobbler described here is a simple, powerful, and low-cost tool with which to determine the frequency response of a detector with high accuracy for different wavelengths and light powers up to high operating frequencies, in our case limited by the bandwidth of the electronics (600 kHz). As shown for QDs and PSDs, silicon-based detectors become bandwidth limited for wavelengths of ജ850 nm at which the low-pass effect is dependent on the detector, the applied bias voltage, and the light power. The frequency response of a detector thus obtained can be applied effectively to the correction of acquired power spectral densities in applications such as OT and AFM. A detailed study for these key applications and of a first-order model describing the low-pass effect is in progress.
Alternative solutions to prevent unintended lowpass filtering include the use of an InGaAs detector (for near-infrared light), for which a potential drawback can be the size of the active area, currently ഛ4 mm, and the use of another or a second light source operating at a shorter wavelength ͑Ͻ850 nm͒. 
